Rowan Class Knowledge Organiser - Where in the World
Topic : The United Kingdom Phase : KS1 Strand ; Locational Knowledge /
Human and Physical Geography

Subject specific Vocabulary
continent
capital city

Continents: Europe, Africa, North America, South America, Oceania, Antarctica, Asia
Oceans: Pacific, Atlantic, Artic, Indian, Southern

city
compass point

Portreath is a village in the County of Cornwall
which is part of England, which is part of the UK
which is in Europe.
By the end of the unit:
•
•
•

The United
Kingdom

Each of these countries has a capital city, national flag and
flower
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These four Countries are officially known as

The Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK)

The UK includes the island of Great Britain, Northern
Ireland and many smaller islands

Any parts of the compass:

Spain

I will be able to use maps and atlases to identify
some countries and capital cities.
will be able to draw a simple map with a key.
I will know something about the UK and Spain
that is different and that is the same.

Country

A very large area of land that includes all
the islands in it.
The city where the government sits.
London is the capital city of England and
the UK
A large town- London is a city so is Truro

map

Portreath

An area of land that has its own
government
A country in the United Kingdom.
A piece of cloth which can be attached to
a pole and is used as a symbol of a
particular country
A piece of land that is completely
surrounded by water
An island that is made up of England,
Scotland, Wales
The capital city of England and the UK
A large area of sea.
To be present all around
The UK is made up of England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland
Is an imaginary line around the middle of
the earth.
Is at the top of the world.
Is at the bottom of the world.
A thing such as a simple picture that
represents something else, e.g. a picture
of a tree representing a forest
A picture that represents an area of land
or see and shows physical features such as
rivers and cities
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Where in the World 2- Topic : The United Kingdom and Comparing it to Spain
Topic : The United Kingdom

Phase : KS1

Strand ; Locational Knowledge / Human and Physical Geography
I can…

• Use photographs, maps, and
aerial photographs to compare
the UK and Spain
• Use maps and atlases to find
Spain and the capital city, Madrid
• I can compare the UK and Spain
and say what is the same and
what is different

United Kingdom

Facts linked to Spain
• It is a country in Europe
• The capital city is Madrid
• They speak Spanish
• They are great at football
• Picasso and Juan Miro are both Spanish
England
artists
• Tapas, paella and churros are popular
food
• Spain is nearer the equator than the UK
so it is hotter in Spain
• Like the UK it has wonderful beaches
• Spain is famous for Flamenco dancing

Spain

